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Creator History
Margaret Caroline Anderson was an American editor, literary critic, and founder of "The Little Review" literary magazine.

Custodial History
Previous owners include Lois Karinsky and James Sibley Watson, Jr.

Scope and Content Note
This is a synthetic collection consisting of typescripts, correspondence by and to the author, and portraits. The typescripts include essays and articles. The correspondence, dating from [1918] to [1973], includes letters from the author to William C. Card, Lloyd Lozes Goff, Lois Karinsky, Stephen Karinsky, Alfred Kazin, Frances Steloff, James Sibley Watson, Jr., and Peter Whigham, as well as a letter from the publisher, Alfred A. Knopf, to the author.

**Key Terms**

**Genre/Physical Characteristic**
- Correspondence

**Names**
- Anderson, Margaret, 1890-1973
- Card, William, 1906-
- Goff, Lloyd Lo zes, 1917-1983
- Karinsky, Lois
- Karinsky, Stephen
- Kazin, Alfred, 1915-1998
- Steloff, Frances, 1887-1989
- Watson, James S. (James Sibley), 1894-
- Whigham, Peter
- Alfred A. Knopf, Inc.
## Container List

### Typescripts

**[Anniversary greetings from Margaret Anderson]** Typescript n.d. (1 p) (1 p)
Signed. Published in *A James Joyce miscellany*, edited by Marvin Magalaner, New York, James Joyce society, 1957, p. 77

With envelope. Published in *Prose*, no. 2 (spring 1971). Came with M. Anderson's correspondence with Lois Karinsky

This thing called love. First portion of typewritten essay with the author's ms. corrections n.d. (2 p) (2 p)
Came with M. Anderson's correspondence with Lois Karinsky

Writers and non-writers. Typescript (carbon) of article. Two copies n.d. (2 items) (2 items)

### Correspondence

**Incoming**

Knopf, New York. TL (copy) to Margaret C. Anderson 1949 Sept.] or [1949 Oct. (1 p) (1 p)
With typewritten signature of Harold Strauss

**Outgoing**

Card, William C. 7 ALS 1924?-1928 (7 items in 2 folders) (7 items in 2 folders)
Goff, Lloyd Lozes. 5 ALS, 6 TLS [1969?] Feb. 5 - [1972 Dec (11 items in 2 folders) (11 items in 2 folders)
With photograph of Margaret Anderson
With photograph of Margaret Anderson in folder 37; with 4 miscellaneous items. In folders 40, 91, 108, 110, 118-119: typescripts, articles and drafts of articles, TL (carbon)
Karinsky, Stephen. TLS 1957 Mar. 2 (1 p) (1 p)
With envelope
Kazin, Alfred. TLS 1970 Aug. 15 (1 p) (1 p)
Steloff, Frances. 4 ALS, 39 TLS, 1 telegram, 1 postcard. Letter of April 30, 1947 written on behalf of Dorothy Caruso 1947 Apr. 30 - 1971 Mar. 30 (45 items in 9 folders) (45 items in 9 folders)

Watson, James Sibley, Jr. 4 ALS, 1 TLS 1918 July 10 - 1922 Apr. 13 (5 items) (5 items)
Came with J. S. Watson's papers

Whigham, Peter. TLS n.d.] June 8 (1 p) (1 p)

Portraits

Photograph of Margaret Anderson n.d. (1 item) (1 item)
With: 5 ALS, 6 TLS to Lloyd Lozes Goff. Feb. 5 [1969?-Dec. 1972]

Photograph of Margaret Anderson n.d. (1 item) (1 item)
With: 150 ALS, 358 TLS, 15 ANS, 54 postcards to Louis (Anderson) Karinsky and 4 misc. items in 128 folders

Goff, Lloyd Lozes. [Anderson, Margaret C.] Original pencil portrait sketch. 19 x 15 cm. 1969 (1 item) (1 item)
Signed With photograph copy of sketch with holograph notes by Margaret Anderson and Lloyd Goff on verso